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Abstract
This  paper  examines  traditional  forms  of  entertainment  in  the
Niger Delta with emphasis on Odual. Odual is an ethnic group in
Rivers  State  with  numerous  cultural  and  traditional  forms  of
entertainment  that  has  spanned  through  the  various  periods  of
history with a strong impact on political, social, cultural, economic
lives of  the people as well  as promoting intergroup relations.  In
recent times,  these traditional  forms of  entertainment have  been
abandoned or neglected in Odual,  hence this  study.  To generate
data for the study, the researchers employed the use of primary and
secondary  sources  through  oral  interviews  and  published
materials. The interdisciplinary approach was also adopted which
enabled  the  researchers  to  obtain  information  from  related
disciplines to  compliment the historical  data.  From the study,  it
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was revealed that traditional forms of entertainment in Odual such
as  wrestling,  masquerade  dances,  cultural  dances  among  others
promoted peaceful co-existence, economic growth, political ties and
marriage,  alliances  between  neighbours  during  the  pre-colonial,
colonial and early years of the post colonial era. Furthermore, the
study revealed that these traditional forms of entertainment have
been  neglected  and  abandoned  over  the  years  due  to  external
influences, modern civilization, conflicts and cult activities, lack of
interest, lack of sponsors and financial benefits which has impacted
negatively on Odual. It is on this basis that the researchers among
others  recommend  cultural  revival,  peaceful  co-existence,  and
financial  gains  as  measures  to  promote  traditional  forms  of
entertainment in Odual.

Key  Words:  Traditional,  Entertainment,  Socio-Economic,  Development,
Niger Delta, Odual Kingdom.

Introduction 
Traditional forms of entertainment forms an integral part of African

history  and  culture.  The  traditional  forms  of  entertainment  have  been
transmitted from one generation to the other through the use of memory,
verbal communication and specific activities.  These traditional forms of
entertainment are considered very useful as they project and promote the
identity of the people concern. In so many African societies, the traditional
forms of entertainment cut across wide range of activities such as cultural
dances, drama, wrestling, moon light tales, games and sports, burial rites,
chieftaincy installations  among others  (Kafewo,  2005).  These traditional
forms of  entertainment  involve the male and female folks but  in  some
cases, the activities could be gender bias. Odual an ethnic group in Rivers
State has numerous traditional forms of entertainment that have endured
since  the  pre-colonial  times to  present.  In  Odual,  the people  carry  out
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activities such as wrestling, cultural dances, moon light tales, funeral rites,
coronation festivals among others.

Odual  people  attached  so  much  importance  to  these  activities
because  they  promote  peaceful  co-existence,  unity  intergroup  relations
and marriages. Furthermore, these activities capture the belief system of
the people. During the pre-colonial, colonial and early years of the post
colonial  era,  traditional  forms of  entertainment  in  Odual  increased the
pace  of  social  and  economic  development.  In  recent  times,  these
traditional forms of entertainment are no longer appreciated by the people
due to Christianity, western education and civilization, conflicts, lack of
interest among other factors. Since human existence cannot be devoid of
entertainment, there is need for a re-appraisal of these various forms of
entertainment hence the essence of our study.

There is no human society that can develop without her past. The
past is what helps the people to know where they are coming from, where
they  are  and  where  they  are  going  to.  Since  traditional  forms  of
entertainment  forms  part  of  our  past,  there  is  the  need  therefore  to
evaluate the usefulness of such activities to human existence. In Odual,
traditional forms of entertainment were major bonds of unity and peaceful
co-existence.  It  promoted  intergroup  relations,  economic  ties,  cultural
integration  and  political  affiliations.  The  people  attached  so  much
importance to traditional forms of entertainment in the past but in recent
times, these activities have been neglected. The neglect is as a result of
Christianity, western education, civilization, conflicts, cultism, and lack of
interest  among  other  factors.  The  resultant  has  been  extinction  of  an
important  aspect  of  our  history.  The  present  generation  pays  more
attention to  western  culture  than the African culture.  This  in  no small
measure  has  impacted  negatively  on  our  value  system,  with  greater
impact on the socio-economic development of the Odual kingdom. It is on
this  premise  that  the  researchers  embarked  on  this  study  to  bring  to
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limelight the various traditional forms of entertainment in Odual and their
impact  on the socio-economic development of  the kingdom. The study
will also focus on the neglect of these socio-cultural activities the forces of
change and the way forward. 

The researchers employed the primary and secondary sources to
generate data for this study. Personal interviews with both the elderly and
knowledgeable youths  and focus group discussion with selected elders
who have in-depth knowledge of traditional forms of entertainment and
activities provided the primary sources. Apart from oral interviews, the
researchers  also  adopted  participant  observation  approach  to  generate
firsthand information. In addition, the researchers used secondary sources
such as textbooks, journals among others to further generate data for this
study. Since knowledge cut across disciplines, the researchers also adopted
the interdisciplinary approach using knowledge from related disciplines
to compliment the available historical data. The scope of the study starts
from 1600 AD which is the period Odual people migrated to their present
settlement and terminates in 2015 which signifies an era of serious cultural
decay in Odual.

Geographical Location and Brief History of Odual
Odual is one of the ethnic groups in Rivers State located on the

Northern fringe of the Eastern Niger Delta, between the Ijo groups to the
south and the Igboid and Delta Cross groups to the North. It is the second
largest group of central Delta Branch of the Benue-Congo Family found on
the  Northern  fringe  of  the  Eastern  Niger  Delta”  (Alagoa  and  Kpone-
Tonwe, 2002). 

Odual consist of groups of people located in autonomous villages
that have lived independently as communities and inter-related with each
other for good number of years before the coming of Europeans. Odual is
divided into three broad groups for administrative convenience during the
colonial period.  Prior to the colonial rule in Nigeria, Odual was made up
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of three groups that did not function as administrative units but separated
by  geographical  variations.   The  Adibom  group  is  situated  along  the
creeks and rivers and is easily accessible through available creeks.  The
Arughunya group is situated upland with little or no creeks which made
it to be land locked.  The Emago-Kugbo a distinct group with origin of its
own  

The Odual of the central Delta group speak a similar language with
the Abua, Bukuma, Abuloma and Ochichi in Rivers State and the Ogbia
group  in  Bayelsa  State.   They  belong  to  the  Benue  Congo  group  of
languages  (Ndimele and Williamson,  2002:157).   The Odual  people are
purely Negroid and very dark in complexion, strong and very powerful
which could be attributed to the nature of their economic activities and
the  high  consumption  rate  of  plantain.  The  various  Odual  groups
understand each other despite the minor differences in their  languages
and they also have similar culture, economic and political organizations.
The Odual people are very friendly and hospitable as they allow stranger
settlements to exist and benefit from the abundant economic opportunities
without violence but in a peaceful co-existence. There are quite a number
of  strangers  in  the  area,  mainly  Nembe,  Kalabari,  Ogoni,  Urbobo,  and
Itshekiri traders who act as middlemen for the palm kernel and palm oil
trade.   Corroborating  the  above,  the  colonial  administrator  of  Degema
District opined that “most of the fruits are collected by the Urbobo (Osobo
as called by the Odual people), who are settlers allowed to work in certain
areas  by  the  family  heads  in  return  for  payment  of  a  rent  in  kind”
(Beaumont, 1940).

According to Iwele (2009) the people of Odual originally migrated
from ancient Benin kingdom in the 13th century and completed the exodus
in the 14th century.  The migration according to him was as a result  of
political instability, land dispute and fear of being enslaved.  The group of
people who left Benin in search of a new settlement under the leadership
of Elaabh sailed through the River Niger and settled first at the boundary
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between  Odual  and  Soku  where  they  were  confronted  with  another
pressure and attacks from the Kalabari, Bonny and Nembe the powerful
states of the time.  As a result of the attacks, they moved out of the shores
of the Orashi River into the present settlement of Odual. In course of the
second  migration,  the  people  could  not  move  in  group  again.  It  was
during this second migration that the founder of Abua moved eastward to
settle at the bank of the Orashi River far from the initial settlement and the
founder of  Odual  moved westward.   There was further  migration that
pushed some of the group members to sail  through the Kolo Creek to
settle westward at an area devoid of major rivers, but with small creeks
and swamps.   The other  group settled  along the  Odual  River  an  area
characterized by rivers and swamps. The upland group is the Arughunya
people  while  the  riverine  region  is  the  Adibom  group.  After  effective
occupation of the area called Odual, the two groups finally organized and
group themselves to smaller units with a common language, custom and
traditions, political and socio-cultural affinity.

From the analysis so far given in relationship with the traditions of
origin of Kugbo, Abua and Ogbia, it is glaring that Odual people migrated
from ancient Benin Empire and it remains the most reliable tradition of the
Odual origin. This version of the Odual tradition of origin is supported by
the people of Opume in Ogbia.  Alagoa (2005:183) in his book: A History
of the Niger Delta People, stated that the people of Opomatubu (Opume)
claim to have a kinship with the other Ogbia but arrived in the area from
the north east before the others, with a language similar to Odual (Saka)
which they gave to all the other Ogbia groups. The leader of the move
from Odual was one Igbo with his sons Ogbo and Opume.  Ogbo also had
his son Emeni and grandson Ekon and with Opume were his sons Esan
and Okweri.   In Abua, the people of Otarir claim to be the founder of
Abua and that their ancestor migrated from Odual.  In Otarir there is a
family called Eghun Odual who are also laying claim that they are the
founder of the village and that the founder migrated from Odual to Otarir
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and settle first at the bank of the Orashi River. As a result of the death of
his son during one of the flood seasons, he moved inland and settled at
present day Otarir.

Traditional Forms of Entertainment in Odual
The traditional forms of entertainment in Odual will be segmented

into Pre-colonial, (1600 AD) Colonial and Post-colonial periods with each
portraying the peculiar features, nature of activities, forces of change and
their impact on the Odual kingdom.

The Pre-colonial era (1600 AD)
Traditional forms of entertainment in Odual during the Pre-colonial era
were  carried  out  without  any  form  of  interferences  as  there  was  no
Christianity,  modern  civilization  and  high  level  of  insecurity  as
experienced at present. These traditional forms of entertainment include
wrestling,  cultural  dances,  moon  light  tales,  funeral  rites,  chieftaincy
installations among others.

Wresting (Egelege)
In Odual during the pre-colonial period, there were a lot of cultural

festivals  that  involved  both  male  and  female.   Wrestling  was  a  major
cultural activity that was practiced by the people.  There were intra-and
inter communal wrestling competitions. The most powerful wrestlers were
highly placed in the society. They marry the best wives,  blessed by the
gods, and protected against external  attacks.   Wrestling was a unifying
force during the period under review.  In most cases, wrestling was used
to  end  communal  disputes,  wars  and  annual  festivals  and  a  lot  of
importance and value was attached to wrestling (Ogeni, 2015).

The Oze Festival
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The  Oze (an end of year sacrifice made to the gods and deities)
festival  was also very important  in Odual.  After each flood, before the
commencement of the next fishing and farming periods sacrifice will be
made  to  cleanse  the  land  and  the  rivers  and  also  appease  the  gods.
During this period, no one goes to the rivers for fishing and at the end of
every year; there was  “Oze” festival. All the communities carry out the
“Oze” to  cleanse  their  communities  and throw out  all  the  bad or  evil
things that accompanied the past year.   The people of the communities
both old and young of opposite sex dance round the community carrying
old things with a visit to traditional places, shrines, rivers and deities in
the mid-night and at the end, all the things carried by the people will be
thrown into the evil forest. If there is any outbreak of epidemic sacrifices
are made to the gods in form of a festival to send out the spirit of sickness.
In the Arughunya axis of Odual where there are no rivers, sacrifices are
made periodically to cleanse the community of evil spirits (Friday, 2016). 

The Ogbo Cultural Dance
In Odual there were no cultural dances that were kingdom based

apart from the coronation of Odual King. Cultural dances were based on
individual communities and all the other Odual communities are usually
invited by the host community to participate.  The “Ogbo Oneghemi me
ma, Obaseki, Arugu Ogbo, Ogbo Odau cultural dances were attended by
all communities in Odual. These cultural dances served as a bond of unity
and avenue to create friendship in Odual and songs with useful meanings
were composed by these cultural groups (Michael, 2016).  
For instance, there is one of the most popular songs of Arugu Ogbo in
Odual:

Obobhi  iteny  odebho  editeru  dio  ghaa  ibhedio!   Ibhedioo!!
Ibhedioo!!!  Itu  me  bha  gha-Odual  itu  mebha  gha  ni  ezaar.
Ogbo bho ma teny o, itu mebhagha ni ezar.
“The owners of the cultural dance are trooping out.  
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They are dancing out; the people of Odual come and watch us”.
Sometimes,  songs  were  composed  to  glorify  the  deities,  great

warriors,  wrestlers,  and  kings  that  ruled  impartially  (Gospel,  2016).
Masquerade  display  was  also  an  important  cultural  festival  that  was
carried  out  in  Odual  during  the  pre-colonial  period  with  a  lot  of
improvement  during  the   post  colonial  era.  The  people  display
masquerades  such  as  Elephants  (Obakenegh  in  Adada)  Obaseki  in
Emelego  Enam Obhiyn  of Okolomade and many others.   According to
Michael  (2016),  these  mask  statues  were  carved  by  the  people  locally
which captivated the interest of Europeans during the colonial era. The
people of Odual were professionals in art work and they carved several
objects such as talking drums, big drums (Obo Okuma enaan ema) mortar
and  pestle,  masks,  and  many  other  objects.  These  activities  promoted
economic growth, socio-cultural activities, intergroup relations, marriages,
and peaceful co-existence in Odual. 

Coronation/Chieftaincy Installation 
In Odual, the installation of a chief is a big ceremony.  It is only the

legitimate child in most cases that becomes the chief of the community.
For  instance,  in  Okolomade  Community  “Onyn  Ozuga” (illegitimate
child) cannot become the chief.  Twins and people that are incapacitated
health wise cannot be kings and the process of installation begins with the
Royal Family who selects the person and presents same to the community
for confirmation (Michael, 2010).  For example, in Okolomade Community
the Royal Family is  OtuAlebh, in Emelego is  Otu Ogueze, in Ekunuga is
Otu Anigoni,  and in Ogboloma is Emirigani and OtuOkun in Anyu Otu
oguin Odau Otu Aturu and in Emirikpoko Otu Ake.  During the process,
the chief  is  carried around the  community  with a  visit  to  all  the  holy
places and deities for him to take an oath with the gods for fair judgment,
impartial leadership and truthfulness.  While going round the shrines, he
is dressed on a little piece of cloth tied round the waste and all the women
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in  the  community,  children  and  strangers  are  locked  inside  (Ani-ro
tunotu) and the Obo-Okuma enaan ema will be played which signifies the
movement of  the chief.   After  which a date is  then fixed for the main
coronation  and  invitations  given  to  all  the  chiefs  from  neighbouring
communities and other guests.  

The dressing code for the coronation is:
1) The chief handles “Obhuo” which signifies peace.
2) The round box he sits on is for oath.
3) The “Obon” (cutlass) on the right hand side which signifies war. 
4) The “Aghayn odo” (red cap) and eagle feathers on it.
5) “Ogbe” (Clay powder and cam wood doted on the skin (Franklin &

Friday, 2016). 
The Olaema Odual is selected by the “Ogu eze” family of Emelego

council of chiefs, forwarded to the Odual council of chiefs for confirmation
before the date is fixed for the formal coronation ceremony. Coronation
ceremonies in Odual can last for four (4) and in most cases seven days
depending  on  the  financial  strength  of  the  family  or  the  community
involved. During these seven or four days, cultural dances, masquerade
displays and wrestling competitions are usually organized to entertain the
guests.  It  is  interesting  to  note  that  these  cultural  dances  are  usually
organized in such a manner that it will cover the pre-coronation and post
coronation days. The coronation festival serves as a bond of unity, avenue
to  establish  new  friendships  that  most  often  last  for  life  time.  Some
fortunate young men and women also get entangled to their life partners
during the festival period (Gospel, 2009). 

Moon Light Tales (Asudum Udule or Ooba Udugul)
According to Ero (2015), Odual people also carry moon light tales

as part of their entertainment activities during the pre-colonial ere. This
form  of  entertainment  involved  the  young  and  old  and  the  male  and
female folk in the society. It is usually carried out in the night when there
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is  moon  light  to  entertain  the  audience  during  burial  ceremonies,
chieftaincy installations, female circumcision ceremonies,  and as part of
general entertainment for maximum relaxation after the day’s work. It is
pertinent to note that moon light tale was a major form of recreation in
Odual during the pre-colonial era hence the need to allow people of all
age grades to actively participate.

This  recreational  activity  helped to  promote  Odual  history  and
culture as most of the stories depicted the role played by strong warriors
and the Deities  in  protecting the communities.  It  also  promoted unity,
peaceful co-existence, marriage contracts and intergroup relations as there
were intra and inter communal story telling competitions. This to a large
extent  empowered  members  of  the  various  communities  who  were
professional story tellers as they were often paid in cash or in kind for
their services (Obakiri,  2015, Michael, 2016). Our thesis here is that the
pre-colonial  period  was  the  golden  age  of  traditional  forms  of
entertainment in Odual as it devoid of external influences and forces.  

The Colonial Period
The colonial  period in  the  history  of  Africa  was  a  period when

African  culture  suffered a  great  deal  in  the  hands  of  Europeans.   The
culture  and  civilization  of  the  people  suffered  cultural  and  racial
inferiority as everything African had been condemned and regarded as
barbaric.  The European influence on African culture and civilization is
enormous and it has an abiding influence on the cultural heritage and the
outlook of the people of Africa (Edo, 2007).

With the condemnation of everything African and the introduction
of everything European such as their form of governance, judicial system,
mode of dressing, religion, education and the integration of Africa into the
world economy, African culture and civilization as exemplified in their
music,  dance,  names,  marriage,  religion  and  systems  of  inheritance
suffered  a  great  setback  and degeneration.   This  cultural  stagnation  is
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visible in the lives of the African people as an average young African now
speaks and understands English language or French more than his/her
mother  tongue  and  would  rather  go  about  in  European  dresses  and
hairstyles than the African dresses and hairstyles (Adesina, 2005).

According  to  Michael  (2010)  in  Odual,  the  colonial  period  gave
birth to a new pattern of lifestyle that affected the people in diverse ways.
The colonial administrators and Christian missionaries played active role
in re-sharpen the culture of Odual people to suit the European culture.
The various traditional forms of entertainment examined above were also
carried out during the colonial period but with some level of resistance by
adherence of Christianity. 

Our thesis here is that during the period under review, there were a
lot of cultural activities in Odual as discussed under the pre-colonial era
but when the Christian missionaries penetrated Odual, they condemned
everything about the African dances, wrestling and songs.  The cultural
dances suffered greatly as most of the converts who were strong members
abandoned  their  social  clubs  for  Christianity.  Wrestling  was  also
discouraged due to erroneous belief that evil spirits were invoked on the
people  and beautiful  African  songs (Odual)  with  good meanings were
condemned (Omoli, 2016).  

The  colonial  era  of  Odual  was  more  of  a  curse  than  a  blessing
because virtually everything about Odual culture whether good or bad
was condemned. The bad areas such as killing of twins, human sacrifices,
female circumcision and the introduction of Western education promoted
development  in  Odual.   But  on  the  contrary,  it  increased  the  rate  of
immorality as most people were no longer afraid of the gods (Michael,
2016).  Actually,  during  the  colonial  period,  the  Europeans  could  not
change the  totality  of  the  Odual  culture.   Most  of  those  that  accepted
Christianity  were still  members  of  African Traditional  Religion but  the
seed  of  Christianity  was  sown and  it  became  mature  during  the  post
colonial era with the coming of Pentecostal churches (Damie, 2016). The
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colonial period was a period of “mixed culture” in Odual history as such
paved the way for changes that are still lingering till date.   

The Post Colonial Period
The  post  colonial  period  of  Odual  socio-cultural  history  is

characterized with a lot of changes due to indigenous control of the affairs
of the country.

Funeral Rites and Cultural Display
 Funeral is one of the important cultural celebration in Odual. The

“Obum” and “alukudi” burials and other burial forms are still in existence
but  in  an  adulterated  form.   The  Christian  burial  introduced  by  the
Christian  missionaries  is  in  vogue  since  majority  of  the  people  are
Christians. All the sacrifices attached to these burials and the burial rites
are modernized with a lot of things missing. The cultural dances that were
performed during burial have all gone into extinction.  What is in vogue
during funeral is the hiring of Christian band, disco (D.J) and live bands
such as Owigiri  from Bayelsa  State.   Prominent among them is  Robert
Ebezimor, Pereama, Barrister Smooth, Commander Tika and many others.

Funerals  that  required  these  dances  are  the  Obum and  Alukudi
burials while young people that die untimely death are not given befitting
burials.  The shooting of cannon and other rites are still carried out but in
a mild way.  Nevertheless, the traditional burial rite of Odual is still  in
practice especially when it involves traditional rulers and non-Christians
who are wealthy (Friday, 2015).

Cultural Festivals / Dances and Wrestling
The post colonial period witnessed an increased revival of cultural

festivals and dances in Odual.  The FESTAC 77 organized and hosted by
Nigeria was aimed at promoting the cultural heritage of the country.  In
Odual, the FESTAC 77 brought about the revival of the Aruguogbo dance
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of  Okolomade,  Ezi of  Anyu,  Ogbo-Odau,  rich  Ladies  of  Okolomade,
Obaseki of Emelego, and  Obakenegh of  Adada.   These cultural  dances
promoted the cultural heritage of Odual. Nevertheless, the penetration of
Pentecostal  churches  such  as  Deeper  Life  Church,  Mount  Zion  Gospel
Church  and  others  previously  mentioned  made  most  of  the  cultural
dances to extinct.  The Ezi Anyu and Ogbo Odau are practical examples.
The  existing  ones  such  as  Arugu-ogbo and  few  others  are  displayed
occasionally.  The celebration of Obaseki of Emelego is no longer accorded
high premium as most of the active members are now Christians.  In the
90s,  wrestling  that  was  abandoned  over  the  years  became  a  lucrative
cultural activity in Odual and it was a strong competition that became a
means of lively hood to many as there were competitions on weekly basis
(Michael, 2010).  Some of the strong wrestlers of this period were Faith
Abel, Papingo, Selekuma and many others.  It collapsed again towards the
end to the1990s due to lack of interest and the use of magic powers (Paul,
2013).  The cultural  band of  Odual  origin that  promoted Odual  culture
through songs in the 90s was the Adada Community Band (ACB).  This
band  became  very  popular  in  Odual  but  was  abandoned  due  to
Christianity as most of its active members such as Odumkogba became
born again.  

According to Umor (2013) Odau in particular and Odual in general
had  so  many  cultural  dances  and  festivals  but  none  is  very  active  at
present.  He said apart from Christianity, the following factors contributed
to the extinction of some of the cultural dances in Odual.  

 Jealousy  and  envy  among  members  because  best  dancers  were
accorded high respect. 

 The  drummers  most  of  whom had  no  wives  attributed  such  to
drum beating.  This made people to keep off.  

 The introduction of Disco and Owigiri. 
 Some of the active members abandoned the clubs and went to the

city for white collar jobs. 
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 Disunity among members. 
 Inter and intra communal clashes and disputes.
 Majority of the active members were very poor and such resulted to

excessive drinking (Omoli, 2014).

Conclusion
This paper has holistically examined the role of traditional forms of

entertainment  in  the  socio-economic  development  of  Odual  and  the
factors militating against these activities. Generally speaking, the cultural
activities  of Odual especially the traditional forms of entertainment are
gradually going into extinction and require a cultural crusade and revival
to  be  carried  out  for  the  interest  of  the  unborn  generation.  Since  the
entertainment tourism industries are fast growing globally, there is need
for  continuity  and  preservation  of  Odual  traditional  forms  of
entertainment so that it can contribute the socio-economic development of
the Kingdom.

 Odual is an ethnic group that value culture and the customs and
traditions  of  the  people,  moral  values,  religious  belief,  language  and
cultural  festivals  were  well  organized  to  suit  the  needs  of  the  people.
During the pre-colonial period the culture of Odual was well preserved
and transmitted from generation to generation. The study established that
the  intrusion  of  Christian  missionaries  and  colonial  administrators
brought  about  Christianity  and  Western  culture  which  influenced  the
Odual  culture both negatively.   The negative aspect  of  it  became more
glaring after independence due to expansion and intensity of Christianity.
All aspects of Odual traditional forms of entertainment are affected to the
extent  Odual  no  longer  much  attach  value  to  her  culture.   The  study
revealed  that  there  is  high  rate  of  cultural  decay  especially  in  the  21st

century  due  to  modern  civilization  therefore  Odual  culture  at  present
needs a reawakening to avoid total extinction of cultural values, customs
and  traditions.  Sustainable  development  can  be  achieved  through
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traditional forms of entertainment by re-organising all the existing cultural
activities of Odual to meet global standard.
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